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Abstract
Juno’s polar orbit allows us to contemplate a complete
view of the Jovian aurorae for the first time. Here we
mainly use observations from the ultraviolet spectro-
graph (Juno-UVS) [1] in order to study one of the most
spectacular features of Jupiter’s aurorae: the dawn
storms.
1. Introduction
Dawn storms are remarkable localized brightenings
and broadenings of the dawn arc of the main emis-
sion. They are linked to some of the most pow-
erful auroral emissions ever recorded at Jupiter [4].
They were identified as soon as the Hubble Space
Telescope provided sufficiently resolved images of
Jupiter’s UV aurorae [3]. They are also associated
with very strong methane absorption signatures, an in-
dication that dawn storms are caused by the precipi-
tation of very energetic electrons [2]. However, dawn
storms appeared relatively rare in the Earth-based ob-
servations [5]. Moreover, the link between their occur-
rence and the arrival of solar wind compression region
at Jupiter was unclear.
2. Observations
Juno-UVS captured several dawn storms at different
stages of their evolution. Combined together, they
paint a consistent picture of the dawn storm phe-
nomenon, from its initiation to its end. The first step
consists of the appearance of small elongated spots
around midnight (local time). A few hours later, the
main emission at the same local time intensifies and
the arc transforms into spots. Methane absorption also
increases considerably, indicative of high-energy elec-
tron precipitation. This conclusion is confirmed by
the particle measurements obtained as Juno was fly-
ing through the field lines connected to the auroral
dawn storm. The arc then broadens and splits into
two arcs, one moving towards the pole while the other
migrates equator-ward. Sometimes, the latter further
evolves into large patches of emissions. While the
dawn storms start around midnight and are initially
fixed in local time, they then progressively slip along
the dawn flank as they get brighter and accelerate to-
wards full corotation. Finally, the dawn storms are ob-
served both during quiet and compressed solar wind
intervals, suggesting that they are related to internal
processes rather than external ones.
3. Discussion and conclusions
Many properties of the dawn storms observed by Juno-
UVS are similar to those of terrestrial substorms. The
midnight spots look like some Poleward Boundary In-
tensifications (PBIs). The formation of spots along
the main emission are reminiscent of auroral beads.
The expansion of the dawn storm also looks like the
expansion phase of a substorm. While the magne-
tospheric systems are very different at Jupiter and at
Earth, both phenomena appear to be the result of the
collapse of overloaded magnetospheres. Using the
Earth as a model, the sequence of events forming a
dawn storm can then be interpreted as the signature
of tail reconnection, dipolarisation/current disruption
and injection of hot plasma from the outer magneto-
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sphere into the colder middle magnetosphere. One
should however bear in mind that those reconfigura-
tions are internally driven (as a part of the Vasyliunas
cycle) and that the system is dominated by Jupiter’s
rotation. Another major difference is that injections at
Jupiter often have a bright auroral signature, contrary
to Earth.
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